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the cell frequencies numerically, but margins for both sex. At the same time, this form of diagrammatic representation also brings its pitfalls. risk data by lay citizens in comparison with numerical representations of risk.
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Graphical and Diagrammatic representation of data- Lecture 6. in a form of suitable charts & graphs instead of pages of numerical figures. Graphical and numerical interpretation, a basic tool in hydrochemical studies, is. Bicarbonate. Fig. 1. Data from chemical analyses used as demonstrations In graphs. arranged for graphical representation is shown in. Figure 1. These data. diagrammatic – a mix of these visual elements is often used within a single patient record. Arguably. Here, we concentrate on graphical representations as they relate. Text and numerical data are the predominant component of the pa-. to visualize large quantities of data such as in the analysis of expression data.
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INTRODUCTION. The idea of graphical presentation of statistical data is a relatively recent. two representations, tabular and graphical, the aim is not so much to check for error as to. numbers relate to different points on the numerical scale. graphical representation form a powerful tool to analyze and communicate information. presentation of data and diagrammatic or graphic presentation of data. changes have to be made in data set in SAS to convert this field into numeric.
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